
Road Runner & Sonic are our smallest units. They were

designed to mirror our larger cranes by rear mounting the

3 Ton cranes allowing for increased lifting capacity over

the rear of the truck.
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small and manoeuvrable with light ground pressure means

that we use these trucks for many jobs done during road bans

or when a small unit is required due to poor road conditions.

all types of in building lifts, with 1500lbs capacity on the

reverse jibs these units are ideal for small compressors, electric

drives, engines, 55 gallon drums, compressor parts such as

pistons, rods, cylinders and much more.

set up with our custom build packaging we often transport

highly sensitive machined parts or fragile parts such as

compressor parts and complete compressor overhauls,

turbo's, engine parts, general hotshots of smaller parts.

using our specialty crankshaft and camshaft blocks we

routinely haul cranks, cams and other longer items requiring

specialized support and blocking. Both units also come

equipped with a "quick attach” man basket bracket which

allows simple attachment to our 1 and 2 person aerial work

platforms, with nearly 45' of reach we can access many

locations requiring a man basket to perform work such as roof

tops, towers, trees, windows etc. In summary these units were

specifically designed to be light nimble, maneuverable and

cost effective being able to complete many lifts that don't

require a large unit, they are still operated by our expertly

trainer boom truck operators and come complete with all

rigging and custom attachments allowing us to provide a less

expensive option than the large units that are commonly

found in the industry.

Road Runner & Sonic are our smallest units. They were designed

to mirror our larger cranes by rear mounting the 3 Ton cranes

allowing for increased lifting capacity over the rear of the truck.

We have found for the custom lifting applications that we

commonly do, that having the cranes over the rear of the unit

made it easier to lift inside buildings as well as providing

increased reach and capacity as the crane is then closer to the

load. These units are also far lighter and more maneuverable than

our larger trucks allowing them to run on roads during road bans

and get into tighter locations. These units are also equipped with

“reverse jibs" with a capacity of 1500lbs making them perfect for

many smaller lighter “in building” lifts on such items as electric

drives, small engines and compressors and just about anything

else you can think of that needs to be removed from any tight

confines. We also have special attachments to allow quick hook

up to any of our 1 or 2-person man baskets for lifting workers to

allow access to all sorts of aerial work. To further elaborate on the

specific uses of these trucks we have compiled a list of the most

common uses that these units are used for specifically:
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Agile enough to maneuver through smaller

bay doors (Quick attach man basket

attachment & 1 or 2-person man baskets

available )

Light enough to run during road bans

Equipped with a Palfinger PK8501 3 ton

knuckle picker

A maximum payload of over 5100 lbs on a 8X8'

deck and trailer towing capability

Lift capacity of 3,880 lbs @ 13' and 704 lbs @

45'

Inverted jib rated for up to 1,500 lbs for 'in-

building' lifting

Extremely cost effective when lifting &

transporting lighter smaller loads

This unit is rapidly becoming one of our most

popular "Light" picker truck
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